
Pop Up Event Co.
Marquee, Tipi and Star Shade Guide

Star Shade Marquees
Large in size with room for 60 people seated depending on your layout and up to 80 people

standing. These marquees are unique in design with one center pole.

Single Star Shade from $600
Clear and white sides available from $77ea

Approx. area required for setup - 20m x 20m

Double Star Shade (with connecting tunnel available) from $1300
Approx. area required - 40m x 20m

Prices include setup on grass only. Delivery is additional



Tipi Tent
A Tipi tent has a very unique design which allows many options and configurations for your

event.  To increase the floor space, we can link additional tipi’s to increase the size.

Single $3000
Double $5000
Triple $7000

Available: 6 x tan, 1 x off-white
Includes standard festoon lighting package. Delivery is additional

Naked Kata $1750
Includes fairy lights wrapped around tipi poles. Delivery is additional



Naked Kung $1250
Includes fairy lights wrapped around tipi poles. Delivery is additional

Tipi Accessories
Woven Matting - $350 per tipi
Dance Floor 4m x 4m - $500

Premium Structure Marquees
Marquees are available in clear roof or white roof options.

Prices include setup with roof & walls on grass. Delivery additional.



Prices starting from:
6x9m - $1700
6x12m - $2050
6 x 15m - $2255
10x12m - $2365
10x15m - $2640
10x18m - $2915
10x21m - $3190
10x24m - $3465

10x27m up to 10x42m - POA
Delivery is additional

Frame Marquee
Frame Marquees are perfect for functions on a budget, they look fantastic and create shelter

for your guests

5x10m from $495
Includes full marquee set-up with walls on grass. Delivery is additional



6x12m - $715
Includes full marquee set-up with walls on grass. Delivery is additional

Pop up Marquee
Strong frame with high quality waterproof PVC roof

Marquee Pop Up - 3m x 6m weighted or Pegged - $225
Walls and delivery is additional

Marquee Accessories and Flooring

Profloor - Per square meter - $11 each

https://www.gcpartyhire.com.au/flooring-hire/profloor-per-square-meter


Black Dance Floor Per square meter $22 each

Dance Floor (Indoor) Per square meter $25.5 each

Silk Lining available in Marquees from $315 (6mx9m)

Fairy Lights available in Marquees from $350 (6mx9m)



Festoon Lights - Weatherproof, outdoor or indoor use $25 per 10 meters
2.4m heavy duty steel poles and matching bases available from $20 each & weights $8 each.

Delivery, installation & pack down is additional.

FAQ
How long is the hire period? Most customers want to hire equipment for a weekend event,
so the prices quoted on this website are for two or three days over the weekend. We usually
deliver at the end of the week, and pick up at the start of the following week. If you hire for
a mid week function, we usually drop off the day before, and pick up the day after. 
 
What happens if something gets broken? The hire cost is based on everything being safely
returned to us, so all breakages and losses are the responsibility of the hirer. Prices for
replacements are different for all items. Please contact us for a quote.
 
Do you require a deposit? We require at least 25% deposit to secure the order within a
week of booking, and final payment 4 days prior to delivery.  The deposit is not refundable.  
 
How do I know if my site is suitable for installing? Our Marquee providers use pegs driven
into grass surfaces or natural ground that bury approximately 50cm deep. It is the hirees
responsibility to contact 'dial before you dig' to ensure the site is suitable. On surfaces
where marquees cannot be pegged into the ground (such as on paving, concrete or asphalt)
steel or concrete weights must be used.
 
What size marquee will I need? There are many factors to consider when determining the
size of the marquee required for your event. Some factors that need to be considered
include:

● Available space to fit the marquee. Have you measured the area to make sure the
marquee will fit where you want to put it?

● The type of event, e.g. wedding, birthday party etc.
● The number of expected guests
● Whether the guests be seated at tables, round or rectangular. A rough layout
● Whether you require a stage, dance floor, buffet tables or other furniture in the

marquee
● We'll need to know if our vehicles can make it right up to where the marquee is to be

erected.




